
Kanjerawa Expedition

Trip Overview
Having its own distinctiveness Kanjerawa Expedition is situated in Dolpa district inside Shey
Phoksundo national park at an elevation of 6612 m having Latitude 28° 14′ 00″ and Longitude 82°
52′ 35″. Kanjerawa peak is situated at 6612 m elevation from sea level. In Dolpa, this Himal is also
known by its local name, known as Gangchhenralwa Himal. The meaning of this name is described
as: Gangchhen meaning ‘Big Mountain’ and Ralwa meaning ‘Horse’s mane’. It is called so because
when you see the mountain, you will see it as the neck of the horse and some straight lines on the
mountain that seems to be like the horse’s mane. Kanjerawa Himal stands beautifully right on the
Phoksundo Lake and is 2nd tallest peak in Dolpa but the lack of right information about this peak
have put the climbers in deep confusion and also prevented the climbers from climbing Kanjerawa
Peak in Nepal. But as per the local source, Japanese were the first ever to make an effort to get to
the summit of this Himal although many foreign and nationals have then made an effort later
however no evidence of any climbers making it to the top has been recorded till date.

With an immense moral and financial support from Nepal Mountaineering Association (NMA),
District Development Committee and others, we the team of climbing guides and the local trekking
guides formed a team called “KANJERAWA HIMAL EXPLORE AND STUDY EXPEDITION 2016”. A
little fact on this team would be informative. This is not any organisation or an institution. The team
have individually and voluntarily come together to work on this project. Kanjewara Himal being one
of the unclimbed Himal because there was no location and no climbing routes had been discovered,
the team then decided to initiate the study and explore about the Kanjerawa Himal and we started
from Dolpa District on July 2016. After a month of complex study, we succeeded in discovering the
base camp 4506 m and a safe climbing route. Our team discovered that this Himal could be climbed
safely and easily from the south ridge as compared to other sections. Despite the bad weather, we
successfully climbed the second summit of Kanjerawa 6426 m and according to our study, it is
actually not difficult to get to the main summit 6612 m from the second summit. We also ended up
discovering that to climb the Kanjerawa Himal, we need to set Camp1 5322m, Camp 2 6000m.

Kanjerawa Expedition 6612 m is one of the best destinations in the Kanjiroba Himal range, which
looks above 6500m to 7000m peak of Nepal Himalaya. Kanjerawa is located at Dolpa district in
Nepal. Connect with Climbing Himalaya for Mountaineering info, and to Explore this Nepalese
Himalayan peak, we would like to organise Kanjerawa Expedition 6612m as in: as per our client’s
requirement or in a fixed package arranged by us to provide different experience as compared to
others. We offer a Package of Kanjerawa Expedition that covers: Logistic, Transportation,
Accommodation, and Professional Mountain Guide – all of precisely what we’ll need for climbing
Kanjerawa Peak and at a reasonable price. Kanjerawa Expedition costs offered here are reasonable
in a sense that we make sure that you have the best of everything. We would like you to explore the
Himalayas and experience professional peak climbing in Nepal. All climbers who want to be at the
summit of Kanjerawa in Nepal, Please feel free to connect with us at Climbing Himalaya to achieve
your most awaited dream. We believe we are proficient enough to handle any kind of problems
perfectly and professionally during your expedition in Nepal.
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